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Introduction
1. The LowCarb4Real project, funded through the UrbanBuzz programme (project No.
388), lies in the UrbanBuzz target area “Energy efficiency and sustainable housing:
harnessing academic understanding”. As is recognised in the Urban Buzz
programme, the contribution made to sustainable communities by reducing carbon
emissions from housing is considerable. It is recognised also that low carbon housing
is highly dependant on design and construction that reduces to a minimum energy
demand through improved energy efficiency. However, the findings of the Stamford
Brook field trial have demonstrated overwhelmingly that there is a gulf between
designed performance and measured performance. The extensive action research
programme at Stamford Brook has shown that fabric heat loss (independent of user
interaction) can be more than twice as great as design calculations would predict.
Other smaller scale studies going back to the 1980s have provided evidence to
indicate that the findings from Stamford Brook are likely to hold good for most
mainstream new housing. The problem is not widely understood either in industry or
in government, the LowCarb4Real project attempted to identify why this situation
exists and how it should best be addressed.
2. It appears likely that the specific technical findings at Stamford Brook represent a
class of potential mechanisms by which design performance of future dwellings will
be degraded. Underperformance, currently masked by cheap energy and oversized
heating systems, will become more noticeable and less acceptable as energy prises
rise and target emission rates are reduced. The carbon emission limits of Code
Level 3 and beyond are likely to entail increasing complexity, less redundancy, faster
rates of innovation and unfamiliar low and zero carbon technologies. Unless
academia and industry are able to develop systems and a culture capable of
managing these challenges, underperformance is likely to increase in relative and
possibly even absolute terms. The rapid pace of change is likely to mean that some
technical solutions may have a short useful life. The key to managing the process is
likely to be the transformation of successful construction companies into learning
organisations. The LowCarb4Real project provides initial steps for this transition
towards a much closer partnership between industry and academia.
3. This report sets out the main messages and technical materials used to stimulate
debate in the LowCarb4Real workshop programme, and describes the outcomes
from this knowledge exchange process. The project was designed to develop the
knowledge necessary to make Low & Zero Carbon housing a reality, where it
matters, “on the ground”. It sought to set up a knowledge exchange programme
based on the lessons from the Stamford Brook housing field trial and the experience
of those developers seeking to build beyond current building regulations. The project
also sought to provide a model for industry-based research and knowledge
exchange.
4. Throughout this project the approach was designed as one in which the project team
and workshop participants were seen as contributors to the development of learning
in a spirit of knowledge exchange. The lessons from the Stamford Brook research
project are as significant in the areas of process development and industrial cultural
change as they are in the detailed understanding of the application of Low Carbon
design and technology in new housing. This project provided an ideal opportunity to
hold the sort of participatory, action learning, exchange with the industry that is
required if progress is to be made in improving the housing design and production
processes and in framing regulatory and other policies needed to provide support.
5. In addition to the dissemination of the learning outcomes from the Stamford Brook
field trial and experiences of GHA members, a key objective of the project was to
facilitate knowledge exchange based on two key areas of learning:
•

The application of main stream construction technology and the key technical
issues in the design and construction of Low Carbon Housing.

•

The development of improved housing procurement and building processes
designed to ensure that Low Carbon performance is reliably achieved.
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In each area, the programme developed not only the specific lessons from the
research but also teased out the underlying lessons that will enable technology and
processes to be adjusted and redesigned as the industry moves towards the goal of
Zero Carbon Housing.
6. Rather than follow a traditional route based on a process of one way dissemination
through industry road-shows and seminars, the LowCarb4Real project sought to
foster a two way knowledge exchange. The Stamford Brook team partnered with the
Good Homes Alliance in an attempt to broaden the relevance and appeal of the
findings from Stamford Brook and then progress through a programme of two-way
industry workshops designed to develop skills, knowledge and insights within
developers and developer groupings, and between them and academia. Through
discussion of change and change planning as part of the main workshops, it was
envisaged that both industrial and academic partners and participants would be
equipped to influence change in the practices within their organisations.
7. The partnership with the Good Homes Alliance was of particular importance since it
is made up of small to medium size developers building to standards similar to and
often in advance of the standard used at Stamford Brook. Crucially, the GHA
provided access to a developer group at the other end of the scale from the major
housebuilders participating in the Stamford Brook development. The GHA represent
some of the leading practitioners for delivery of energy efficiency within the SME
sector and are directly responsible for 1.5% of the UK new build housing. They have
a significant impact as professional advisors on many other projects and, through
their policy influence and leadership positioning in the UK, are able to provide
direction and learning from which both industry and academia can benefit.
8.
9.

LowCarb4Real Process
10. The LowCarb4Real project commenced in January 2008 with the immediate task of
establishing an advisory/steering committee comprising of representatives from the
project team, UrbanBuzz, Government, academia, industry and other influential
stakeholders. The group assembled at regular intervals to oversee the development
and evolution of both a knowledge exchange plan (Appendix 1) and an evaluation
plan (Appendix 2).
11. The LowCarb4Real knowledge exchange programme was based around 6
interactive workshops attended by people from all levels within the industry. Table 1
details the workshop programme, with a pilot workshop held in June 2008 used to
examine the effectiveness of the proposed workshop format, this format was
subsequently adjusted to increase participant input and feedback for later workshops.
The final evaluation workshop took the format of a strategic forum, with initial
outcomes from all previous workshops leading the discussions This was designed to
gain initial feedback on some of the difficulties of achieving deep rooted change and
to provide an opportunity for a stronger involvement by influential stakeholders and
policy makers.
Table 1 LowCarb4Real workshop dates and locations
Date
Pilot Workshop
19th June 2008
Workshop 1
22nd July 2008
Workshop 2
24th July 2008
Workshop 3
11th September 2008
Workshop 4
16th September 2008
Strategic Forum
30th October 2008

Location
Leeds Met
UCL
Leeds Met
Leeds Met
UCL
UCL

12. As set out in the project’s knowledge exchange plan (Appendix 1), the key messages
and other technical material disseminated to workshop participants were contained in
a series of project “posters” that were easy for the audience to digest and provided
enough understanding of the principles to enable workshop participants to engage in
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more detailed study following the workshops. The posters were based on the main
findings from the Stamford Brook field trial and a number of case studies undertaken
by the Good Homes Alliance. In addition to posters, the workshops were introduced
with presentation sessions on the findings from Stamford Brook and Case Study
material from GHA projects. The poster collection is included in this report in
Appendix 3, and together with most of the presentation material, is available on the
LowCarb4Real project web page held on the Leeds Metropolitan University website 1 .
13. Although the project advisory group members had planned to recruit participants
from each of their relevant sectors of government, industry or academia as outlined in
the workshop participant matrix (table 2), this was not always forthcoming. As a result
many of the workshop attendees came as a direct consequence of invitations from
the project team. Efforts were taken to ensure that a diverse delegate list
representing a broad spectrum of professions and skill levels.
Table 2 Workshop participant matrix (from the knowledge exchange plan)
Workshop participants
Month
Day
Location

June
17

19

London

S-Mgt Const.
S-Mgt Des/tech
Mid - Mgt Const..
Mid - Mgt Des/Tech.
Consultants
Sub - mgt.
Sub - site.
Const Train
Sup chain
Policy
Total

Workshop Dates
July
22

Leeds

3
3
4
4
5
2
2
1
3
2
29

3
3
4
4
4
2
2
1
3
2
28

24

London

16

Leeds

3
3
4
4
5
2
2
1
3
2
29

Total
September

3
3
4
4
4
2
2
1
3
1
27

11

London

Leeds

3
4
5
5
5
2
2
1
3
2
32

3
4
5
5
4
2
2
1
3
3
32

No.

18
20
26
26
27
12
12
6
18
12
177

%
10
11
15
15
15
7
7
3
10
7
100

14. Although a diverse mix of participants was planned and invited to each of the
workshops, due to participants dropping out and non-attendees this was not always
achieved. Table 3 shows the actual participant mix realised for the 3 workshops held
in Leeds. Whilst a similar participant mix to that desired was attained at the
September workshop, participant representation for the July workshop consisted only
of developer staff (senior and middle management), design staff, inspection &
services professionals and supply chain representatives; with no voicing of opinions
from site staff, training staff, or from those directly involved in policymaking. As a
result some of the initial workshop outcomes put forward to the strategic forum may
have been biased towards the sectors most highly represented throughout the
workshop programme. The participant mix at the 2 London workshops displayed a
comparable under-representation of subcontractor/site staff.
Table 3 Workshop participant mix at workshops held in Leeds

Role

Sub-group
Operative

Site Staff

Supervisory
Total

Developer
Staff

Technical
Managerial
Total

Design Staff Architecture
Services
1

Jun-19
Number
Attending
%
3
1

Jul-24
Number
Attending
0
0

Sep-11
Number
Attending
%
0
2

%

Leeds Totals
No.

%

3
3

4
1
6

22

0
6
4

0

2
6
5

7

6
13
15

10

7
3
1

39

10
3
1

56

11
3
0

41

28
9
2

44

http://www.leedsmet.ac.uk/as/cebe/projects/lowcarb4real
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4

22

4

22

3

11

11

17

Inspection &
Services

1

6

2

11

3

11

6

10

Training
Staff

1

6

0

0

3

11

4

6

Supply
Chain

1

6

2

11

2

7

5

8

Policy

0

0

0

0

3

11

3

5

Total

18

100

18

100

27

100

63

100

Total

15. Presentations and breakout sessions concentrating on technical issues at the
workshops explored the lessons for design, construction practices and production
processes. Ensuing discussions relied on a mix of participants in each group to
deliver outcomes representative of the industry as a whole rather than opinions
provided by a limited sector. Breakout groups were designed to include, wherever
possible, such a range of skills and experiences to provide consideration of the
issues from a variety of perspectives. One of the achievements of the LowCarb4Real
knowledge exchange process was in getting these diverse groups to enter into round
table discussions, in many cases with participants of a level they would not normally
discuss such issues with. Participants gained awareness of what others within the
industry could offer them and developed an appreciation of what effect their actions
and decisions could have on others at different stages of the design/construction
process.

Workshop Methods
16. The workshops consisted of presentations to start each morning and afternoon
session after which the audience would divide into smaller breakout groups, reassembling with a plenary discussion to culminate the days’ activities, an example of
a typical workshop schedule is shown in figure 1. The morning presentation
concentrated on the lessons learnt from Stamford Brook and awareness of the gap
between as-designed and as-realised energy performance, the afternoon
presentation took the form of a case study from a GHA member. A number of
simultaneous morning breakout sessions each approached different technical issues;
either robust thermal design (including thermal bridging and thermal bypassing),
airtightness or systems performance. For the afternoon breakout sessions, groups
were re-assigned to achieve a mix of skills and contain representatives from all the
morning breakout groups. The afternoon breakout groups underwent a brainstorming
exercise with the lead question, “What do designers and constructors need in order
to be able to design and construct low carbon housing that is effective, robust and
works every time?”. Emerging ideas were discussed, and the main themes written
onto flipchart sheets to be presented to the plenary session by a group member prior
to the general discussion of “Developing a Road Map to 2016”.
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Figure 1 Example workshop schedule
17. Figure 2 illustrates the LowCarb4Real process and forms the basis of the “Methods;
Converting Inputs into Outcomes” poster, one of the Workshop Collection series of
posters in appendix 3. The initial inputs into the LowCarb4Real workshops came from
the Stamford Brook field trial, case studies from GHA members and additional
examples of the performance gap observed by the project team. These were
introduced to the workshops through presentations and poster material, and fed into
the breakout sessions where additional comments and arguments put forward by the
workshop participants provided further contributions. All of this was carried forward
into the plenary session discussions. Analysis of the outputs from the plenary
sessions and from material produced during the ‘Needs’ breakout sessions shaped
the primary inputs into the strategic forum.
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Figure 2 LowCarb4Real process diagram
18. As a culmination of each workshop, all participants took part in the final plenary
session. Designed to build upon the day’s activities, this took the format of 2 lead
questions:
•

What do we need to make the changes?

•

How do we improve performance and close the gap?

Breakout Session 2 groups presented the outcomes of their brainstorming sessions
on the ‘Needs’ of designers and constructors to produce Low Carbon Housing to the
plenary session audience for general discussion and comment. The discussion was
then opened up to the floor, and the topic of discussion moved to more general policy
issues of developing a road map to the Government’s broad aims of meeting the
Zero Carbon target for new build housing by 2016 and how to address the issue of
the gap between theoretical “as designed” performance and what is achieved “as
built” in reality.
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19. The proposed final evaluation workshop developed into “Closing the Gap: A Strategic
Forum on the Energy Performance of New Housing”. As performance targets get
increasingly more stringent, the potential for the gap between predicted and
measured energy performance of dwellings is likely to increase proportionally unless action is taken immediately. The LowCarb4Real project sought to increase
awareness of this concern and gain feedback from workshop participants on how
best to develop solutions, the strategic forum took understanding and addressing the
performance gap as it’s main theme, and used preliminary outcomes from the
previous workshops as a starting point in tackling the problem and identifying the
potential resolution paths.
20. With an invited audience of representatives from Government, industry and other
prominent stakeholders, The purpose of the Strategic Forum was to inform, and
influence where possible, key stakeholders in each of these sectors. As with the
previous LowCarb4Real workshops, the event centred around knowledge sharing.
Presentations from the project team and previous workshop participants lead into
breakout sessions asking:
•

What is required in order to initiate and embed the required change?

Breakout Session groups each debated 2 of the Change Categories, discussed the
issues arising and reported back to the Forum (as done in previous workshops). For
the Strategic Forum, the report back planned to identify the policy and strategic
responses required for action by; Government, Industry and Other Stakeholders.
21. Sense of methodology?

Knowledge exchange
22. The Stamford Brook field trial was an action research project funded by the
Department for Communities and Local Government (CLG) and based around a 700
house development undertaken by Bryant Homes and Redrow Homes, on land
owned by the National Trust. The 6 year field trial sought to assess, in a
comprehensive way, the issues involved in improving the carbon performance of
mainstream house building. It has generated an unprecedented amount of learning
related to airtightness, envelope integrity and systems performance, at all levels
including building physics, dwelling design, site management, workforce training and
procurement systems. Given the challenging regulatory targets proposed by
government aimed at Zero Carbon new housing within 10 years, it is crucial that the
learning from field trials such as Stamford Brook is captured, refined, contextualised
and embedded as thoroughly as possible within the house building industry.
23. The LowCarb4Real workshop presentations centred around the “Developing Low
Carbon Housing: Lessons from the Field” context, using real experiences, data and
observations to highlight the issues needing consideration. The Leeds Met research
team presented material to the workshops based on the Stamford Brook field trial;
specifically looking at thermal performance, airtightness, thermal bypassing and the
construction process, but also approaching the more general issue of the gap
between ‘as-designed’ and realised energy performance. Presentations from GHA
members illustrated that some developers are already building to higher standards.
Both sets of presentations gave insight not only into their achievements, but also to
the pitfalls and barriers encountered on their journeys and how these might be
overcome.
24. The “Technical Issues” breakout groups provided additional opportunity for
dissemination of some of the Stamford Brook key findings, where aspects of potential
underperformance were highlighted to participants, actual details re-designed and
potential solutions discussed. The robust thermal design breakout groups looked
specifically at thermal bridging and thermal bypassing, encouraging participants to
identify where these problems existed by using actual examples; explaining the
principles and asking participants to re-design details to eliminate or minimise these
heat-loss mechanisms whilst considering issues such as sequencing and buildability.
The airtightness groups considered air barrier design, continuity and robustness, and
were asked to perform pen-on-section tests on actual details, re-designing these
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details to eradicate air barrier discontinuities and interruptions and maintain its
location adjacent to the thermal layer to diminish the risk of thermal bypassing. The
groups examining systems performance sought to estimate the potential for heat loss
from primary pipework in real examples and redesign dwelling layouts to minimise
the gap between individual component performance and systems performance. In all
groups the technical exercises were followed by open discussions of both the
problems and of potential solutions.

Feedback
25. The ‘Technical Issues’ breakout sessions used input from brief technical
presentations and the ‘Re-designing the detail’ task to stimulated discussion and
feedback from the workshop participants. Audio recordings and flipchart notes made
by the session facilitators were used to document responses and formed the basis of
feedback from these sessions together with the annotated details resulting from the
tasks.
26. The ‘Needs’ breakout session used brainstorming to focus on the requirements of
both designers and constructors to build low carbon dwellings that would reliably
work in practice. Ideas were written onto individual index cards which were
subsequently read out and discussed. Stimulated by the presentations and earlier
‘Technical Issues’ sessions and drawing on participants’ own broad spectrum of
professional experiences, nearly 800 ideas were written on cards during the ‘Needs’
breakout sessions. After discussing as many of the developing ideas as possible in
the time available the participants in each ‘Needs’ session were asked to decide
upon their top 5 Key Imperatives necessary to embed the required change from the
issues raised, these were written onto flipchart sheets to present as feedback to the
Plenary Discussion. Audio recordings of these sessions and flipcharts notes
augmented the outputs of index cards and key imperatives lists to chronicle the
outcomes from the ‘Needs’ sessions.
27. Following the series of workshops both the index cards and top 5 key imperatives
outcomes from the ‘Needs’ breakout sessions underwent a degree of analysis and
were utilised as starting materials for the breakout discussions at the ‘Closing the
Gap’ strategic forum. The index cards were collated and classified into 8 Change
Categories, as listed in table 4, with each breakout group at the strategic forum
discussing a pair of Change Categories. The ‘Top 5’s were similarly analysed
classified into 13 main set of key imperatives for change. These are described in
more detail in the Workshop Outcomes section of this report and form the basis of 2
posters in the Workshop Collection series of posters.
Table 4 Change Categories
Change Categories
Process
Culture & Environment
Knowledge, Skills, Education & Training
Communication
Resources
Tools & Methods
Supply Chain
Design/Technology Solutions

No. of Index Cards
195
138
177
49
54
85
56
17

Evaluation Process
28. The LowCarb4Real project evaluation plan (Appendix 2) describes the conceived
routes for knowledge transfer anticipated throughout the project. However, as the
project evolved it was deemed that knowledge transfer to a potential 200 workshop
participants would be too limited an outcome, and the knowledge transfer mechanism
was refined to become one of knowledge exchange, utilising the inputs from
workshop participants to expand on those of the project team and together propose
solutions to the question, how do we produce Low Carbon Housing that performs as
designed? The LowCarb4Real project has provided the opportunity to look at this
from the bottom-up, through the eyes, opinions and insights of people who work in
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the construction industry, as they are confronted with empirical evidence on the
performance of new housing. In doing so, teasing open the reasons why things are
as they are and what might be done to change them and eventually feeding these
back to decision makers and key stakeholders as a guide to action.
29. Figure 3 illustrates the different levels at which the LowCarb4Real project is designed
to facilitate the knowledge exchange. Whilst the inputs to the initial workshops shown
in figure 2 form the main Level 1 drivers, interactions between workshop participants
provided insight and consideration of issues at Levels 1-3. During the workshops,
breakout sessions were designed to include a mix of participants of various skills and
knowledge levels and a variety of professions to encourage knowledge transfer
between different sectors of the industry, primarily at the micro and meso levels.
Outcomes from the workshops fed into the strategic forum, where the participants
were invited specifically to view potential actions and policy implications of
embedding change at the macro level as indicated figure 3.

Figure 3 Mapping of learning levels
30. How does this help achieve objectives …
31. The LowCarb4Real project outline set objectives to be achieved in sustainability and
knowledge transfer in a number of categories; environmental, social, economic,
sound science, governance and knowledge exchange.
32. The environmental, social and economic objectives all revolve around improving the
housebuilding industry in the UK to produce Low Carbon, energy efficient dwellings
that meet exacting energy performance standards in practice, not just on paper;
reducing CO2 emissions, reducing the risk of fuel poverty and increasing the
capabilities of the industry. For these 3 objectives the dissemination of the Levels 1
and 2 learnings from Stamford Brook, GHA and workshop participants meet the
objective directly for those attending the workshops through changes in knowledge,
understanding and attitudes of individual participants. It is anticipated that the
knowledge transfer will continue beyond the course of the LowCarb4Real project
through material outputs such as the poster collection and the website, The direct
impact on the energy performance of new dwellings may be small due to the
numbers involved, but where workshop participants involvement is elemental their
awareness of issues such as thermal bypassing and systems underperformance may
go some way to addressing many of the problems inherent in UK dwelling design and
construction.
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33. The findings from the participatory action research approach adopted during the
Stamford Brook project formed the initial basis for the LowCarb4Real knowledge
transfer programme and satisfy the sound science objective. Additional input from
GHA members supplemented the research and dissemination of Stamford Brook by
using a firm scientific footing for their case study material. A multidisciplinary project
core team and advisory group ensured that workshop materials, posters and outputs
were peer reviewed and the sound science objective achieved.
34. LowCarb4Real sought to identify institutional and legislative barriers to change and
increase understanding within the policy making fraternity of the implications of more
exacting energy performance standards for new housing. By obtaining input from
across the broad spectrum of the housebuilding industry through individual workshop
participants, a range of perspectives was achieved and fed back to key policymakers
and stakeholders through the advisory group and the Strategic Forum, with intentions
to maintain this beyond the LowCarb4Real project life.
35. The LowCarb4Real programme has established an effective model for knowledge
exchange within the construction industry, with the learning of all workshop attendees
extending beyond the lifetime of the project through their active participation.
Knowledge transfer through workshop materials, technical issues sessions, posters
and discussions was an expected outcome, but the levels of learning and knowledge
exchange observed by placing construction industry staff of differing professions and
levels of expertise in specific areas into open roundtable discussions was an
unanticipated but welcome benefit.

The Poster Collection
36. The poster collection is included in this report in Appendix 1, and is available to
download from the LowCarb4Real web page 2 . The initial posters illustrated some of
the outcomes of the Stamford Brook field trial and GHA member experiences; these
were embellished with relevant details from other projects to enhance the Level 1
learning and knowledge exchange. As the project progressed, the poster collection
evolved to include additional material including some of the outcomes from the first
phase of the LowCarb4Real workshops and focus more on the Level 2 and 3 issues.
The emergence of the idea of using posters both as the prime vehicle for describing
the main issues and as a record of the material and themes emerging from the
workshops has resulted in the poster collection becoming a live and developing
document.
37. During the workshops, A1 versions of the posters are used to provide a backdrop to
the day with opportunities for delegates to look at them during breaks and A4
versions are included in the delegate pack. Informal observations of delegates at the
workshops suggest that delegates use the posters and the A4 versions in the packs
as casual reading and some have made comments on content. In the case of the
large posters conversations between delegates and between delegates and the
project team have been enhanced by the ability to refer to the illustrative material
mounted on the wall. This provided a level of reinforcement of the central messages
and a stimulus for discussion of the issues that emerged.
38. In some of the workshops, where space was available blank comment versions were
positioned next to each poster and delegates were invited to make comments on the
material. The comments are included in the project data set (appendix 3).
39. .
40. The poster collection is made up of the following sub-collections.

The Project Poster
41. The initial project poster entitled “ LowCarb4Real: Developing a road Map to 2016”
outlined the project, highlighting issues such as knowledge exchange, key
stakeholders, the workshop programme, the requirement for cultural change and
2

http://www.leedsmet.ac.uk/as/cebe/projects/lowcarb4real
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introduced the concept of closing the performance gap (the gap between asdesigned and as-measured dwelling performance).

The Stamford Brook Collection
42. Two posters, “Developing Low Carbon Housing: Lessons from Stamford Brook” and
“Stamford Brook; Publications & Reports” provide a concise overview of some of the
learning achieved during the Stamford Brook field trial and how this information is
being disseminated to Government, industry and other stakeholders.

The Design Collection
43. This collection of four posters focused on “Thermal Design Principles”, “Airtightness
Design Principle”, “Thermal Bridging” and “Thermal Bypassing”, each concentrating
on and individual aspect relating to the design of building envelope. Using examples
from the Stamford Brook project and drawing on additional materials, the general
principles of each of these facets of design was explained and guidelines for
consideration suggested

The Construction Collection
44. Focusing on construction issues such as site sequencing, responsibility, training and
awareness of critical areas, this poster used the construction of the air barrier to
highlight where, how and why some of these issues occur.

The Process Collection
45. One poster, “Construction Planning” specifically examines issues of the construction
process, raising issues regarding process, quality control, value engineering and
modification procedure, measurement and feedback. “Closing the Loop” contains
material on monitoring and testing as part of the process of developing performance
control systems, and offers some insight into how and why the gap between nominal
and realised fabric performance exists..

The Workshop Collection
46. Following the development of the project plan the function of the poster set was
extended to include output from some of the workshop sessions. This enabled the
poster collection to capture not only the Level 1 research and other starter material
but also the main themes that emerged during the breakout session and plenary
discussions. The “Workshop Collection” was added to the poster set in order to do
this, with draft posters being fed back to workshop participants and the project team
for comment. Three posters from the pilot workshop were exhibited at subsequent
workshops to illustrate potential outcomes. Three further posters were developed for
the Strategic Forum which provided an initial analysis of the previous workshop
outcomes and methodology and highlighted proposed topics for discussion at the
forum.

The GHA Case Study Collection
47. This collection contains case study material from members of the Good Homes
Alliance, identifying the main features and issues relating to three recently
constructed developments. Each case study contains an “Overview” poster providing
background to each scheme and outlining some of the key aspects and initiatives
taken. Additional posters on “Airtightness”, “Thermal Bridging” and “Thermal
Bypassing” provide supplementary technical details and outline some of the barriers
that had to be overcome in developing Low Carbon housing.

Workshop Outcomes
48. The primary objectives of the project were to facilitate knowledge exchange based on
the application of mainstream construction technology and encourage the
development of improvements in process designed to ensure that Low Carbon
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performance is reliably achieved. In both areas the project can claim success, but
this success only goes so far. The workshop programme teased out a number of
underlying lessons that could assist technology and processes to be adjusted and
redesigned as the industry moves towards the goal of zero carbon housing. These
were introduced to the final workshop, “Closing the Gap: A Strategic Forum on the
Energy Performance of New Housing” under the headings below of ‘Change
Categories’ and ‘Key Imperatives’.
49. Achieving these primary goals necessitated some priming of the self-selected
workshop audience from the facilitators, but care was taken to accentuate the
exchanging of knowledge and views rather than attempting to change participants’
perceptions. Detailed below as ‘Knowledge Shift’, a derived measure of the success
of dissemination of the Stamford Brook and GHA experiences by the project team
through presentations and the ‘Technical Issues’ breakout sessions is also described
below, .

Change Categories
50. The 771 individual index cards which emanated from the ’Needs’ session, have been
classified into 8 Change Categories, which in turn fall into 30 sub-categories. A
tertiary division (and 4º for 2 larger sub-divisions) indicated even further just how
inter-related many of the areas of concern are and how often similar issues arose
within differing categories. With all the cards now entered into a database, and
appropriate keywords identified and assigned, a statistical analysis of these inputs
from the workshop participants is possible.

Time & Money (41)
New Technologies
(9)

Changing Attitudes
(53)

Human Resources
(4)

Culture/
Environment
(138)

Resources (54)

Legislation &
Regulation (34)
Modelling Tools
(19)

Economic Issues
(27)
Legislation &
Regulation (33)

Partnership (25)

Tools/Methods
(85)

Measurement Tools
(7)

Cost & Service (9)
Product
Performance (19)

Knowledge Sharing
(16)
Information
Exchange (12)

Supply Chain
(56)
Quality of
Information (18)

Process (195)

Problem Resolution
(2)
Information
Exchange 29)

Communication
(49)

Process
Management (22)

Testing & Feedback
(55)

Research &
Technology (21)

Legislation &
Certification (4)

Knowledge,
Skills,
Education,
Training (177)

Drivers for Learning
(15)

Design/
Technology
Solutions (17)

Performance of
Technology (10)

771 Cards
Created

Knowledge Sharing
(25)

Improving Basic
Understanding (54)

Improving Skills
(83)

Technology Specific
Solutions (5)

MMC (2)
Integrating
Processes (82)
Legislation &
Regulation (36)

Figure 4 Change Categories
51. The 8 Change Categories were selected by the project team as it was felt that the
accumulated index cards could relatively easily be divided into these distinct primary
categories. Many of the Change Categories listed contain similar sub-categories such
as; legislation, feedback, information exchange, knowledge sharing, but these were
considered as secondary concerns, an example is provided in figure 5 where the
comment on the card reads:
* Including post-occupancy studies
into ratings
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* Actual monitored energy data
widely available
as designed → as monitored
Although this card could be construed in a number of ways, e.g. knowledge sharing
due the comment “actual monitored energy data widely available”, it was regarded as
fitting better into the Testing & Feedback sub-category as part of the Process Change
Category, as what is required is a change in the process. Within this sub-category this
card was classified into the Monitoring & Feedback 2° subcategory,
Compliance/Validation 3° sub-category and finally into a 4° sub-category PostOccupancy Evaluation with 5 other cards.

Figure 5 Expansion of Process Change Category leading to an individual index card
52. Each Change Category was partitioned into 1° and 2° sub-categories, with the larger
Change Categories (Knowledge, Skills, Education & Training and Process) further
divided into a number of 3 and 4 sub-categories in the areas with the most responses
as shown in table 5.
53.
Table 5 Change Categories, numbers (in brackets) represent individual index cards.
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54. The diagrams of each Change Category shown in table 5 were reproduced on A1 for
use at the strategic forum, with 2 separate Change Categories being used for each of
the 4 breakout groups to discuss. The level of sub-categorisation illustrates the
complexity of some of these categories, and if change is to occur in each, just how
many different areas that change needs to relate to and how many different areas of
concern need to be addressed.
55. In the Resources Change a substantial majority of comments received were for time
and money to implement change in 2 major areas, for design and for amended
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construction periods. Another significant need identified was for resources for new
technologies and particularly Low Carbon technologies, through incentives,
assistance with access and assistance with the perceived increased costs of
introducing greener technologies (although index cards prescribing specific
technological solutions were included in the Design/Technology Solutions category)..
56. Culture/Environment represented the 3rd largest Change Category with its major subcategory calling for a concerted transformation in the attitudes of the whole
housebuilding industry and its traditional values, with a large proportion of cards
seeking to change mind-sets and see a real desire for, and appreciation of, improved
performance throughout the industry and also from the general public. Legislative
change was another well represented area, many comments being related to the
similar sub-category in the Process Change Category but considering disparities and
inconsistencies in the ethos and tradition of legislation and regulation rather than its
technical and practical aspects. Given the current market conditions it is unsurprising
that comments on the economic environment were also abundant.
57. Legislation and regulation also featured heavily in the Tools & Methods Change
Category, although here the call was for improved technical guidance and support,
better clarity of legislation and possible regulatory reform. More accurate and more
accessible measurement and modelling tools were sought after, as was the desire for
better knowledge sharing, including working examples of Low Carbon dwellings that
are available and accessible to all.
58. Many of the cards in the Knowledge, Skills, Training & Education Change Category
suggested a need for improvement in basic understanding of the whole build process
and an up-skilling of the industry in general. The high number of comments
advocating additional training, education and understanding on technical issues such
as thermal principles, system effects, airtightness and Low Carbon issues may reflect
on those issues being raised earlier in the workshops and being fresh in participants’
minds, but these still only represented half of the cards in the improving skills subcategory. Other significant sub-categories included a desire for more research
(particularly into Low Carbon considerations) and incentivising learning.
59. Ideas developed in the Supply Chain Change category regarding price, performance
and availability were heavily outweighed by a desire for better communication
between the supply chain and both designers and constructors. Although information
exchange and knowledge sharing also fall into other Change Categories, those
classified into this category dealt primarily with how the supply chain needs to adapt
to effect the required changes, through proposed improvements in guidance,
technical support, training and in-use performance data as opposed to theoretical or
laboratory test data.
60. The Design/Technology Solutions Change Category represents cards detailing
specific technological solutions, e.g. more (or less) MMC solutions, and comments on
the performance of new technological or proprietary solutions. This was the smallest
of the change categories in terms of number of cards, possibly due to it being so
specific, but it contained comments which did not fit naturally into any other
categories as many of the cards on low carbon technologies did.
61. Although much of the response in the Communication Change Category concerned
the quality of information and its clarity, the majority sought improvements in dialogue
and engagement of different sectors of the construction industry, from end-users to
constructors to designers, planning departments and regulators; with many
comments stressing a need for specific sectors of the industry to communicate better
with other specific sectors appeared to come from the personal experiences of the
individual participants.
62. The Process Change Category was the largest category, the largest sub-category of
which was integrating processes. It was expressed in many cards that integration and
inclusion (principally of designers into the construction process and constructors into
the design process) were seen as necessary steps to eliminate many of the
sequencing and buildability issues that exist in the housebuilding industry.
Improvements in testing regimes and feedback mechanism were also widely called
for; whether for quality control, regulatory compliance, process measurement or just
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to increase understanding. Although process management was allocated its own
sub-category, numerous cards in the testing & feedback sub-category sought for
measurement and testing to be fed back to help manage the process.
63. Links between sub categories
64. expansion
65. The index card database contains all the comments made on the index cards in the
‘Needs’ breakout sessions, assigned to Change Categories, 1°, 2°, 3°, and 4° subcategories and each individual index card record assigned up to 4 keywords from a
list of 143 (full list in appendix 4), the top 15 occurring keywords are listed in table 6.
The number of occurrences of each keyword may indicate to some extent a derived
quantification of concerns developing from the brainstorming sessions, however it
may also reflect on the presentations and discussion of concerns that had taken
place earlier in each workshop, as these very much resemble some of the key issues
that had been raised throughout the earlier workshop sessions. All the keywords
listed in table 6 had been issues approached during the Stamford Brook and GHA
presentations, and most had been significant themes in the each of the ‘Technical
Issues’ breakout sessions.
Table 6 Index Card Keywords – Top 15
Keyword
Design
Understanding
Low-Carbon
Performance
Training
Communication
Details
Knowledge
Feedback
Education
Time
Evidence
Process
Simplicity
Guidance

No. of Index Cards
95
72
57
55
48
46
46
43
41
39
38
37
36
36
35

66.
67. Summary & comment
68.

Key Imperatives
69. Whereas the change categories indicated the thoughts and concern of the workshop
participants, asking them to draw up lists of their Top 5 Key Imperatives added a
degree of prioritisation. When posed with the question of which were the most
important areas discussed in the ’Needs’ session the answers received did not
always tally directly with the numbers of index cards received in the related change
category. Additional analysis of all the responses may illuminate the matter further.
70.
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Figure 6 Key Imperatives
71.

Knowledge Shift
72. On registration at the workshops participants were invited to complete a prior
knowledge questionnaire to establish their level of understanding of a number of key
issues relating to Low Carbon Housing. Some of the questions relating to specific
issues to be addressed during the days’ sessions. These questionnaires were
returned to participants at the end of the workshop for them to re-assess their
understanding of these issues and provide the project team with an indication of the
knowledge shift resulting from the workshops.
73. [Laifong – you may wish to fill this out from your detailed analysis]

Plenary Session Discussions
74. The final event of each workshop consisted of a plenary discussion under the broad
title “Developing a Roadmap to 2016”. This was introduced by a brief address by a
member of each ‘Needs’ breakout group introducing the main points from their
session. Audio recordings were made of both the presentations from each plenary
session and the subsequent discussions, these were transcribed for circulation to the
project team for review and possible future analysis.
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Strategic Forum Outcomes
75. The final evaluation workshop was held at UCL on 30th October 2008 in the
grandiose setting of the Old Refectory, under the UCL Portico. Titled “Closing the
Gap: A Strategic Forum on the Energy Performance of New Housing” an invited
audience of policymakers, industry professionals and other influential stakeholders
evaluated the implications of the outcomes from the previous workshops for the
development of policy for re-engineering the industry and its regulatory framework in
a Low Carbon world.
76. The Strategic Forum took a similar format to the workshops, Presentations from the
LowCarb4Real team drew on some of the outcomes from the previous workshops,
and were augmented by reflections on the workshops from previous participants; a
small builder, an architect and a major developer. Breakout groups discussed
potential actions for a way forward in a number of change categories, their main
points were presented to the plenary discussion to highlight potential policy and
action responses that could be taken by Government, industry and other
stakeholders to reduce the gap between as-designed and as-built performance. This
resulted in only partial success, with a continuation of the analysis of the problems
but only limited achievement in developing potential solutions. This re-framing of the
solution may have been a consequence of the nature of the forum, reflecting a
possible lack of drivers, resources and incentives for implementing change.

Participant Reflections
77. At the “Closing the Gap: A Strategic Forum on the Energy Performance of New
Housing” held on 30th October 2008, 3 participants from previous workshops were
invited to present their reflections on the LowCarb4Real project. The participants
were selected to represent different perspectives, those of a major volume housing
developer, a designer and a small housing developer.
78. Next section needs trimming…

Volume Housebuilder
79. Joe Isle is Strategic Development Director for Taylor Wimpey UK Ltd., he attended
the 11th September workshop in Leeds.
•

“When you end up with evidence, good quality evidence, then the decisions you
make in the future are evidence based decisions that we can all respect and
build on.”

•

“This industry thinks energy efficiency is easy, the reality is once you get into the
thermal bypasses, the cold bridges, the air barriers, it suddenly becomes quite
complex.”

•

“Generally, in the major house builders there is no real accountability through the
process for energy efficiency. If you build a house and you make no money the
financial director gets a real kicking; if it’s flood risk and the house floods then the
technical director gets booted out; if it’s a commercial problem and the houses
aren’t built on time then it’s the commercial director; but what about energy
efficiency? Who cares? There needs to be a way of bringing accountability into
this process. I do believe that the building envelope can be sorted out, can be
improved, based on all the work that’s been done. But we as an industry have a
lot to do. We’ve got to make people accountable.”

•

“At the moment a lot of the industry’s going forward with people guessing,
politicians’ aspirational, planners making supplementary planning guidance when
they have no idea what’s going on.”

•

“Who sets the standards? If we’re going to go to low carbon housing we have to
have a rigorous standard. The people who set standards have to understand
what they’re setting and then monitoring has to back that up. It’s an area that
greatly concerns me. That’s why the work that’s been done on this project needs
to be embedded in the industry as soon as possible. Because we are running
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before we can walk. The aspirations of the politicians, in terms of renewables,
and planners in terms of their SPG’s, are just putting things in that they do not
know if they’re going to work at all. We don’t want to be doing that, we want some
sound evidence.”
•

“I think Anthony really has touched on a bit of a nerve in the industry, that we all
operate at the minimum levels, which is absolutely true because that’s the nature
of the animal. I think the big house builders have a long way to go, just like
everyone else really. I think it’s got to be a little bit of a stick as well as a carrot.
As a bigger company we do have the checklists and we do get people around the
table, but the key thing is do we do it with regards to energy efficiency? And
that’s the difference. I think it’s the understanding, the guidance. I don’t think
there’s one place where the guidance comes, it’s a bit of a mess really. That’s
why responsibility, accountability needs to be somewhere to bring it into that
process.”

Designer
80. Richard Partington is a Director of Richards Partington Architects, he attended the
16th September workshop in London.
•

“What struck us enormously from what has been done is the level of detail and
rigour and robustness of the method. To us, in a world that is seduced by
imagery, that seemed to be in stark contrast with the kind of outcomes that we’re
seeing from, for instance, the BRE Innovation Park, which is really something
that showcases technology and products without disseminating the essential
information that we need in order to design. It seems to me that the real let-down
from the BRE projects is that there simply aren’t the robust measured outcomes
of what’s been built. There isn’t the rigorous testing, and that applies right
through the industry.”

•

“The research has thrown up some very unexpected outcomes. For instance, the
issue of heat loss through a cavity party wall. For us as designers that raises
questions about the way we legislate and the way we prescribe for certain
standards.”

•

“In our organisation there is an anxiety about the route of having robust details,
accredited details, enhanced details, because they’re firstly designed to a lowest
common denominator and secondly they’re being applied in a very selective way.
So that heat loss through the cavity wall is a direct result of somebody saying this
is a way of isolating one dwelling from another for sound. So the whole process
of seeing design, construction, inhabitation, procurement, existence as one thing
that needs to be thought about globally seems to be lost.”

•

“If you follow the logic of good thermal design, good airtightness, it leads you
inevitably to simple volumes. It’s much easier to control on site, it’s much easier
to control in design terms. But my clients are saying to me I want something that
really sets me out from the rest, I want something that’s distinctive, I want
something that reflects its context. Our response to the workshops has been,
how can we change our processes to try and make sure that we still have
responsibility for energy (I would use the word responsibility rather than
accountability, as accountability immediately has connotations of blame)? And
what we’ve tried to do is think about how these things happen simultaneously
and to start to model, think about thermal bridging, think about airtightness.
Involve the builder, with the architect, with the environmental advisor, with the
academic, in the same workshop environment so the theory, which we don’t
necessarily understand, is imparted directly to the guy who’s going to build it who
has much better insights into the practicality of what’s being suggested.”

•

“Our reaction has been how do we make the process different? How do we
engage people at different levels and incorporate their expertise? That, in a way,
is prompted by scepticism in the way that standards are being implemented, and
by an enormous scepticisms around what technology can provide.”
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•

“What we’re really interested in is the heat loss, not the theoretical performance,
and industry is stepping back from that. They’re very nervous. I think we need
more projects like Malcolm and Rob’s that actual test what’s happening and get
to the nitty-gritty that my profession is also stepping away from.”

•

“It fills me with fear that a sliding screen or an external louvre is connected to a
building management system and it moves across the façade at the right time or
at the right season. It seems to me that in Mediterranean countries the has been
for years an efficient system of external louvers that can be adjusted from the
inside and the neat thing is not that it’s connected to the building management
system, it’s the fact that you can pull your shutters closed in a storm or on a hot
afternoon and still have some ventilation. I think this is where the emphasis
needs to shift towards something which is much more considered in a passive
way. This idea that technology will solve these problems is completely wrong, it’s
a lifestyle change that has to be promoted as part of an overall package for living
with a lower carbon footprint.”

•

“I think there is a fundamental, cultural difference in the way that houses are
developed here and the way that other parts of the construction industry work. If
you’re developing an office then the likelihood is that your client is going to have
a long-term interest in the way that that project runs so you’re going to have
some commitment either as a landlord or somebody who’s managing common
areas, so there is much more engagement with how the building will operate
once its been completed. Historically, a house builder can’t wait to get away once
it’s been handed over, cheque in bank, thanks, that’s the end of it. So there is a
slightly different way of setting up and long-term expectations of how the building
will run. 5 years ago property developers wouldn’t have been bothered about
whether their houses met certain energy targets in-use, they would to get through
the regulatory regimes, but they wouldn’t in the long term. Of course the house
builders have to build in a very, very competitive market where the whole of their
supply chain, every small element, is built into the process. It’s something that
they would like to control and like to understand. There is a tendency to have
internal expertise in detail design which slightly divorces the theoretical, higher
level ambitions of design from the execution. I think the house building industry
needs to adjust slightly and there needs to be some mechanisms in place for
ensuring that there is a kind of demand, and things are beginning to happen.
There are management agreements, there are commitments that developers
make to the long term sustainability of a project, but I think there is a cultural
difference.”

Small Developer
81. Anthony Rodgers is the Managing Director of Huntington Homes, a small housing
developer based in York, he attended the the 24th July workshop in Leeds.
•

“In my company there’s 2 of us, me as an MD and a project manager, and we
just don’t have the resources in-house to do a lot of the things we’ve been talking
about. We out-source everything. Our designs and architects are out-sourced,
our contractors are out-sourced and we rely upon some strong relationships. It’s
trust in those relationships that will help us going forward in terms of delivering
the sustainability we’re looking for.”

•

“It’s important that the designers understand and contribute to all facets of what
we’re trying to achieve in a sustainable development. I’m in this to make money,
I’m a businessman, and therefore I have to rely upon the trust I have in my
chosen designers to give me what you guys as professionals are going to give
me. Because without that we’re left high and dry. What that means in reality is
that basically we deliver our product to minimum regulatory levels. So the
architect says it meets building regs, it meet the requirements of LABC and our
guarantor NHBC and I’m happy; I can’t get any more money for anything else so
that’s what I do.”

•

“I feel a bit guilty having been to these sessions, should I be testing more? If I’ve
got to sit down and as part of my development checklist I’ve got to consider are
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we taking on board considerations of whatever code it might be, whatever
buildings sustainability issue we’re talking about, are we taking it on board? So
I’ve got to test my professions, my contractors, and they’re going to say “well we
thought about it, and the implications if you were to do it would be pounds, time,
change of design, couldn’t do this, couldn’t do that” but I think, as a responsible
human being, that’s what I’ve got to start doing. We’ve got to test our profession.”
•

“If I don’t sell my £355,000 house, I don’t get paid this month. So if the customer
says I want my boiler there, the boiler gets moved. Well hang on Mr Customer,
do you realise that by moving your boiler 100 yards down the corridor you’re
going to cost yourself a fortune? So we’ve got to take on board customer choice,
and we’ve got to bring the customer in as a stakeholder.”

•

“It’s all very well at Stamford Brook or big projects saying to the customer we’ll
give you £1000 a year if you’ll let us keep this monitoring equipment in – I can’t
do that, I can’t afford to do it. So how can we do it easily? Who’s going to do it?
There’s 2 of us, me and a project manager, we haven’t got the time and the
resource to do that. Given the size of the organisations with which I tend to work,
in terms of designers and builders, for them to invest time and money and
resource they would like to think that there’s going to be some reward for that
investment and that would unfortunately reflect in pounds. So where’s that going
to come from? Somebody somewhere has got to put money into the kitty to pay
for that.”

•

“One stakeholder we haven’t talked about is the landowner. If you’ve got a
discerning landowner, like the National Trust for argument’s sake at Stamford
Brook, who says we’d love to do this, if we can do this, that and the other and all
get brownie points, if we could all look good on it, then let’s do it. I’m looking at a
site at the moment with a private landowner, and because I’m saying to him
actually with these 2 big ones we could put a green emphasis on it and that could
help us get planning. How can we get these things? We can get these things if
the planners say we’ll fast-track you, we’ll give you reduced planning costs, if you
reach certain levels. That’s something I’m sure we’re going to come across this
afternoon, the impact of building control fees, of planning fees, of CML providers
and guarantor costs, all of those things which are a commercial issue in terms of
both time and money, if we can get some adjustment or benefit from that by
taking on board what we’ve all been talking about then that’s going to make more
sense for everybody.”

•

“I did actually speak to my contractor before I came today. What he said is
simplicity, consistency and a degree of longevity. He’s doing one project for us,
and that’s his job for 18 months. In 18 months time he’s onto the next job and the
building regulations have gone through 2 cycles. In that time he’s working for
himself, not for one of the big four where he would have been kept up to date
continually by some central department. He doesn’t know. For him to keep up
with the technological improvements, some of the technical changes and
regulatory changes, is quite difficult.”

•

Given the current marketplace, allowing for the audience today, should we stop?
Should we stand still for 6 months? Should we say, now we have a dreadful
marketplace, now is an opportunity to stand still, get all our thoughts together,
and when we come back with a rising market, all the new housing stock can be
built to a regulatory level that we’re all happy with, and it would mean that the
majority of that stock would be enabling us to achieve the targets that we’re all
setting out to.

82.

Analysis of ‘Breakout Group Main Points’ Flipcharts
83. At the Strategic Forum the participants were divided into 4 breakout groups, each
group was assigned a pair of Change Categories for discussion: Knowledge, Skills,
Education & Training with Communication; Process with Culture/Environment; Supply
Chain with Design/Technology Solutions and Tools/Methods with Resources. Each
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breakout group was asked to consider the Key Imperatives for change that also
emerged from initial analysis of the workshop outcomes, and how they integrated into
their assigned Change Categories to identify the policy and strategic responses
required for action by Government, Industry and Other Stakeholders. As in the
previous workshops, the main points were written on flipcharts to be presented, by
breakout group members, to the forum plenary.
Table ? Strategic Forum Breakout Group Flipchart comments - Government
Breakout Group

Comment

Knowledge/Communication

Insist on an acceptable level of knowledge within Government itself
(PPS1)
Simplification of Standards & Procedures
Conformity of Guidance
Building Regulations need better policing
- Upskill building control
Leadership from Government
- In solutions / evidence / cost precedent
- e.g. Government subsidised housing etc. (enhanced policy)
- Robust evidence & dissemination
Legislative stick versus incentive carrot:
- Give real financial consequences so that industry focuses on
outcomes, not avoidance.
Clarity of message
Stop & think for a while
Certainty
More money to gear up
=> Grants =>
These should be tied to performance
Role of Government:
- Delivery agent or regulator?
Leadership:
- Contractual obligation to help
- Focus on evaluation
Standards:
- Part L, Code for Sustainable Homes, etc.
- Should there be more simplicity/integration?
- Should the Regulations be more facilitating?
Resources:
- Should be made more available for training, assisting, leading and
regulating.

Process/Culture

Supply/Tech. Solutions

Tools/Resources

84. Summary & comment
85.
Table ? Strategic Forum Breakout Group Flipchart comments - Industry
Breakout Group

Comment

Knowledge/Communication

Eco-Options: Awareness, knowledge, communication, uptake
- Must be led, by who?
Concentrate on fabric performance
- Incentivisation
Prioritise performance regarding energy more than is currently done
- through quality / testing / measurement
- through self-regulation / self-testing
- through stimulating Government action
Quality Control needs improving
- Accountability & Responsibility
QA System: What to measure & how
- "In-Use" performance measurement
- Industry to inform to suit process (to give robustness/effectiveness)
Feedback & knowledge bank
- SPEED!
- Real time metering is effective now! (Swedish post occ. consumption)
- Fair
Joined up thinking - How?
Certifications / Approvals of systems that work

Process/Culture

Supply/Tech. Solutions
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+ Warranties
Drivers to use approved products & systems
Tried & Tested Systems
Pre-approved "packages" from a range of suppliers
- fundamental change of approach
More responsibility for actions:
- Self-certifying compliance/Quality Control
- Internalise QC procedures
Educate more within industry itself:
- Take more notice of case studies, both Good & Bad
- (No Blame Culture)
Proactive involvement (with Government) in regulation & setting
standards
Supporting learning:
- To address "the gap"
- Get to standards we have now, before updating them
- Measurement is essential

86. Summary & comment
87.
Table ? Strategic Forum Breakout Group Flipchart comments – Other Stakeholders
Breakout Group

Comment

Knowledge/Communication

End Users: Must learn how to use Low Carbon Housing
- Social Housing: Simple Controls?
- Private Housing: Smart Controls?
- A Code for Sustainable Homeowners?
- Increasing awareness of Energy Use
Appliance Manufacturers: labelling and display (red/amber/green to
show energy usage)
Finance Companies: Insurers & finance providers should provide
preferential terms/conditions/guarantees for low energy design &
USAGE.
How to incentivise demand? From…
- Customers
- Constructors / Contractors
Getting housebuilders to understand the benefits of system approach
- transparency of information
How do customers know that what they are getting is working?
- Smart meters?
- Comparators - Post Code metering data?
Need to improve both up and down transfer of information between
Government/Industry/Consumers
Shifting limits of acceptability - Moving public opinion
Incentivisation & empowerment of the consumer
Involvement of all stakeholder groups in the process
- Utility Companies, Housing Associations, etc.

Supply/Tech. Solutions

Tools/Resources

88. Summary & comment
89.
90.

Conclusions & Recommendations
91.
92.
93.
94. The outcomes from the project reinforced the findings from the Stamford Brook field
trial and experiences of GHA members and throw considerable light both on
immediate technical issues and on the broader problems of implementing change in
production processes and industry cultures, all of which reinforce the need for the
establishment of durable and effective learning partnerships.
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95. Cultural issues were highlighted at all stages of the project. There is no tradition of
energy performance measurement or of design and production processes that follow
sound manufacturing principles, in which measured performance is fed back to
create system improvements. This issue was identified also in the Egan report almost
10 years ago.
96. There appears to be inadequate knowledge and understanding at all levels
throughout the industry. The principles of effective thermal envelope and systems
design and construction are not well understood or prioritised within design or
construction.
97. Regulatory implementation remains a major issue. Although standards have
improved, it is widely recognised that energy standards are neither well enforced nor
measured, a point made in the recent forward thinking paper on energy efficiency
regulation.
98. Although the project was able to identify many of the strategic process issues and to
postulate a number of solution tracks it was not in a position to develop clear
solutions that took into account the difficulties inherent in the industry context.
99. The analysis of all the workshop outcomes should assist in highlighting the areas
where changes are considered most necessary, most urgently and what actions are
needed to successfully facilitate the required changes.
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LowCarb4Real

Knowledge Exchange Plan

Malcolm Bell, Robert Lowe, Jez Wingfield, Dominic Miles-Shenton, Jon Bootland, Simon
Corbey & Lai Fong Chu
May 2008
LowCarb4Real is a collaborative knowledge exchange project undertaken by Leeds Metropolitan
University, University College London, The Good Homes Alliance and the University of Leeds. The
project is funded by the Urban Buzz programme coordinated and facilitated by University College
London and the University of East London. Urban Buzz is designed to foster the exchange and
development of the knowledge required to develop sustainable communities.
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Introduction
The LowCarb4Real project is designed to develop the knowledge necessary to make low &
zero carbon housing a reality, where it matters, “on the ground”. It seeks to set up a
knowledge exchange programme based on the lessons from the Stamford Brook housing
field trial and the experience of the Good Homes Alliance (GHA), a group of developers
seeking to build beyond current building regulations. The Stamford Brook (SB) field trial was
an action research project funded by the Department for Communities and Local Government
(CLG) and based around a 700 house development undertaken by Bryant Homes and
Redrow Homes, on land owned by the National Trust. The 6 year trial, which concluded in
November 2007, sought to assess, in a comprehensive way, the issues involved in improving
the carbon performance of mainstream house building. It has generated an unprecedented
amount of learning related to airtightness, envelope integrity and systems performance, at all
levels including building physics, dwelling design, site management, workforce training and
procurement systems. Given the challenging regulatory targets proposed by government
aimed at Zero Carbon new housing within 10 years, it is crucial that the learning from field
trials such as Stamford Brook is captured, refined, contextualised and embedded as
thoroughly as possible within the house building industry. The experience of GHA members
will be used to extend the range of experience from which the project can draw.
The project recognises that knowledge exchange is a two way and multi faceted process.
Valuable though the lessons and insights from Stamford Brook and the GHA experience are,
their absorption, adoption and impacts are controlled by the house building industry. To
maximise the value of research and experience in the development of low carbon housing it is
3
important that all sections of the house building industry are able to share their knowledge of
the industry and the issues and barriers that arise when seeking the sort of fundamental
change that is needed to achieve the demanding targets for low carbon housing set by the UK
government and the imperatives of climate change mitigation. This project seeks to facilitate
an exchange of knowledge and understanding that would support such change.

Objective
The objective of the project is to facilitate knowledge exchange based on two key areas of
learning:
• The key technological issues in the design and construction of low carbon housing in
the mainstream.
And
• The development of improved housing procurement and building processes designed
to ensure that low carbon performance is reliably achieved.
In each area, the programme will develop not only the specific lessons from the research but
will tease out the underlying lessons that will enable technology and processes to be adjusted
and redesigned as the industry moves towards the goal of zero carbon housing.
In more specific terms, the knowledge exchange programme will be based around 6
interactive workshops with people from all parts of the industry and the different levels of
management. The workshops will explore a range of the issues that will focus on change in
the development process itself (design, construction practices and production processes) and
3

It is very hard to characterise the house building industry. Although convenient for the purposes of this report,
referring to them as a single entity does not capture the range and diversity of roles, structures and skill sets that
exist. At one level the house building industry is made up of developers who manage the development process, their
construction contractors and subcontractors, a wide range of operative groups (masons, joiners, electricians,
plumbers and the like) and their professional advisors (from wildly different professions). At another the industry is
supported by a broad range of other actors such as materials and component suppliers, professional bodies,
government regulators (including building control officers), built environment educators and trainers and important
client groups such as social housing providers. Overlaying such diversity of role and skill is the influence of scale.
Building one or two houses a year is a very different matter from building thousands of dwellings a year across the
UK and these differences are reflected in the approach taken to development and the issues that need to be
addressed. Thus, although this plan will make reference to the industry it is important not to forget the considerable
diversity that exists.
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on the implications for the environment (supply chain, regulation, education and skills etc.) in
which development takes place. The programme of industry workshops will seek to:
•
•
•
•

disseminate the key findings from Stamford Brook & GHA experience,
deepen understanding of the problems of reengineering development processes
through engagement with the house building industry,
generate solution ideas for addressing the problems and generating change, and
influence actions for change at all levels;
– Micro – the detailed technological hardware and processes necessary for the
construction of dwellings and other buildings
– Meso – the structures and processes that enable development organisations
and meta organisations to design and construct low carbon housing that
achieves its required performance levels.
– Macro – the policy and cultural environment in which development takes
place, this would include such things as skills & understanding, regulatory
policy & practice, technological developments within materials & component
supply chains and norms of employment & contracting behaviours.

The Workshop programme
The workshop programme consists of 6 one day events held in London and Leeds so as to
encourage a reasonably wide geographical spread of participation. Workshop dates and
venues are set out in table 1.
Date

Location

Workshop 1

17 June 2008

London

Workshop 2

19 June 2008

Leeds

Workshop 3

22 July 2008

London

Workshop 4

24 July 2008

Leeds

Workshop 5

11September 2008

Leeds

Workshop 6

16 September 2008

London

Table 1 Workshop dates and locations
An iterative approach to workshop development
Throughout the workshop programme an incremental strategy of continual review of
outcomes and modification will be adopted. Following each pair of workshops the project
team will reflect on the outcomes and workshop evaluation feedback from participants with a
view to making changes to any aspect of workshop design. The spacing of about 4 to 6
weeks between workshop pairs will provide ample time for both the recording of output and
reflective team meetings designed to review and reshape workshop design. The nature of the
evaluations is set out in the project evaluation plan that accompanies this knowledge
exchange plan.
Workshop design
In order to fulfil the objectives set out above the workshops will be structured so as to use the
key messages from Stamford Brook and GHA case studies to disseminate the research
findings and to stimulate debate around a number of important questions relating to the need
for change and the processes by which change can be brought about. With the agreement of
participants, all workshop sessions will be recorded on audio tape for use by the project team
4
and some verbatim material may be used in project reports or on posters . The key principles
of design are as follows:
4

The general agreement of participants will include for the anonymous use of verbatim
material taken from the tapes. If it is thought necessary to use attributed versions or if there
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•

A mixed group of participants will be invited to each workshop so as to provide a
range of perspectives within each workshop. Appendix 3 contains a matrix of
expected participation.

•

Stimulate debate with presentation material backed up by the posters

•

Work groups will be limited to between 5 and 10 with a mixture of perspectives

•

Attention is likely to be focused at micro and meso levels but where ever possible
wider macro level issues will be encouraged.

•

All activity and discussion will be grounded in the key findings of SB and GHA.

Disseminating key messages
Two approaches will be used to introduce workshop participants to the key findings.
The poster collection: A set of poster style documents will be produced and given to
participants either at the workshops or in the joining pack. The posters will be designed so
that they can be produced in either A4 or A1 format and will serve as both hand-out material
and display material. Each poster will deal with a single key finding from Stamford Brook or a
particular aspect from a GHA case study. It is envisaged that the poster collection will be
dynamic and will grow as the programme proceeds. As further insights are gained into some
of the issues and barriers relating to change, posters will be added and used as a means of
communicating the output from workshops as well as disseminating the starter material. This
approach will enhance the development nature of the programme as relevant material from
one set of workshops is fed into the next.
The posters will be displayed (A1) at workshop sessions in the main workshop room or
breakout rooms as appropriate to the detail being discussed. This will provide a back drop to
the whole event and enable participants to accustom themselves to the style. Posters will be
placed on the project website as they are produced and after each workshop participants will
receive copies of posters produced from the workshop. All participants (as contributors to
some of the material) will be acknowledged unless they specifically request not to be
identified.
An indicative set of posters is set out in figure 1, which uses the notion of the three levels
indicated above (micro, meso and macro) as a means of structuring the collection. Those
dealing with Design, Construction and Process (blue box in figure 1) will form the core of the
starter posters for the first round of workshops in June. Appendix 1 contains an example
poster as an illustration of style and tone.
Workshop presentations: In order to engage participants and to focus the workshop the key
issues will be discussed during starter presentations at the beginning of the workshops and
will last for around 90minutes (60 minutes on Stamford Brook and 30 minutes on material
from GHA case studies). The presentations will reinforce and be backed up by the material in
the posters. Also, short (10 minute) presentations will be used to begin each workshop
breakout session so as to set the scene and identify the critical issues for discussion.

was a significant risk of identification from the context, separate permission would be sought
from the relevant participant.
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Introductory
Introductory
Text
Text

SB Summary
SB Summary
Poster
Poster

LC4R Summary
LC4R Summary
Poster
Poster

SB Report List
SB Report List

MesoLevel
Level
Meso

MicroLevel
Level
Micro

Construction
Construction
Collection
Collection

Design Collection
Design Collection

Thermal Design
Thermal Design
Principles
Principles

AirtightnessDesign
Design
Airtightness
Principles
Principles

Stamford Brook
Stamford Brook
Performance Data
Performance Data

ProcessCollection
Collection
Process

Buildability
Buildability

Airbarrier
barrier
Air
construction
construction

Construction
Construction
Sequencing
Sequencing

Construction
Construction
Planning
Planning

TrainingIssues
Issues
Training

ForensicMonitoring
Monitoring
Forensic

CoheatingTest
Test
Coheating

AirtightnessTest
Test
Airtightness
Results
Results

ThermalBypassing
Bypassing
Thermal

Starter poster group.
Others to be
developed during
workshop phase

ThermalBridging
Bridging
Thermal

Figure 1 Indicative poster collection for LowCarb4Real.
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Workshop breakout group activity
Each workshop will provide some 2 house worth of breakout discussion time in small groups
contain between 5 and 10 people depending on attendance and the availability of facilitators.
Some 15 group tasks have been defined in draft and it is anticipated that each aspect will be
used in at least two groups during each pair of workshops. The tasks themselves together
with initial presentation and prompt material are set out in appendix 2. The discussion in each
group will be introduced and facilitated by a member of the project team and it is anticipated
that each workshop will have up to 6 facilitators available, drawn mainly from UCL and Leeds
Met with additional assistance from members of the GHA who will add their experience to the
discussion.
The approach of facilitators will be to reinforce the messages from SB and GHA that are
appropriate to the task in hand and encourage an open debate. They will seek to balance the
need to maintain focus on the task but to ensure that as many contributions and ideas as
possible are drawn out. In addition to specific questions at the micro level facilitators will
encourage the exploration of other levels as the underlying issues are explored. In particular
facilitators will seek to tease out greater understanding of such things as;
• cultures,
• barriers,
• relationship issues between actors,
• approaches to tackling the issues identified, and
• ways of generating change.
Also the facilitator will assume responsibility for recording the main points and ideas on flip
charts and for drawing up a summary poster of the group’s work. An embryonic version on a
flip chart will be used in a short poster presentation session before t he final plenary session.
After the even each poster will be drafted and fed back to workshop participants for further
comment before placing them on the project website. The key objective of the breakout group
posters will be to get the material into the arena as quickly as possible so that there is ample
opportunity for those interested in the work to reflect and add comment. This means that the
emphasis will be on delivering draft material rather than highly polished text.
The posters will form both a source of data for later analysis and a record of the events. The
final evaluation workshop in October will draw on a synthesis of workshop outcomes and
debate the key issues raised for policy and practice across government and the industry at
large.
Facilitating the group sessions
The key to success of the workshops will be the ability of facilitators to get the most out of the
breakout group sessions. In addition to the processes outlined above the facilitators will be
required to ensure that all participants remain motivated to engage with the problems
discussed. In order for a high level of motivation and engagement to be maintained each
participant will need to be;
• be convinced that there is a serious problem to tackle,
• believes that the problem presented is solvable,
• is convinced that they can help to solve it
• and
• gets an emotional buzz out of tackling it on the day and afterwards within their
organisations.
The role of the facilitator and rest of the workshop team will be to seek to maintain these key
elements of which the most important one will be the element of emotional excitement.
In order to prepare the workshop team a facilitator’s seminar will be held facilitated by the
project’s advisor on participatory methods.
Workshop structure
The workshop day will be structured as set out in table 2. In order to maintain an evaluative
thread each workshop will have some evaluation activity built into the programme. Details will
be included in the evaluation plan with space made available at the beginning and end of
each workshop day.
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Workshop Structure
09:30 – 10:00

Registration & Preliminary evaluative exercise

10:00 – 10:15

Welcome & Introduction to the Day

10:15 – 11:15

Overview of Stamford Brook Key Messages

11:15 – 11:30

Coffee Break

11:30 – 12:00

Overview of Good Homes Alliance Key Messages

12:00 – 13:00

Breakout Groups – Session 1

13:00 – 13:45

Lunch

13:45 – 14:45

Breakout Groups – Session 2

14:45 – 15:15

Poster Presentation and open forum + Coffee break

15:15 – 16:00

Plenary Session – Review and implications for a Road Map to 2016 &
final evaluative exercise

Evaluation
Evaluation of the project is the subject of a more detailed evaluation plan that accompanies
this knowledge exchange plan. In broad terms the objective of evaluation is to evaluate
change in three important areas. The areas are summarised below.
•

•

•

Evaluate change in participants: This will involve seeking to understand the extent
to which the workshops develop awareness, understanding and propensity to action
in the minds of participants. The use of evaluative assessments at the beginning and
end of workshops will play a part in this. Also the receipt of comments and reflections
on workshop materials will be used to provide an indication of the extent of
engagement with the issues. As indicated below it is expected that the evaluation
workshop will play an important part in this process.
Evaluate change in collective understanding: This dimension is aimed as much at
the project team as participants since the fundamental ethos of the programme is to
ensure that knowledge exchange is a two way process in which everyone learns
more about the issues and difficulties of achieving low and zero carbon housing. The
discussion at the workshops, reflection on outcomes and formal evaluation at the final
workshop and throughout the final reporting process will all play their part in
developing change in collective understanding.
Evaluate policy & systems change opportunities: Developing change in policy is
not likely to emerge during the very limited life of the project programme. However the
programme offers opportunities for engaging policy makers and other key opinion
formers and catalistic individuals & organisations. In evaluating the programme the
attendance of policy makers at workshops and assessment by and reflections of the
project advisory group will add to the range of opportunities afforded by the project.
As with other areas this will be assessed during the project evaluation workshop and
final reporting process.

Final evaluation workshop
This event will consist of an invited group of participants drawn from policy makers in
government and others in the industry with an ability to influence change at a number of
levels. It will also consist of selected participants from the main workshop programme. It is
hoped that, in this way, we will be able to maintain continuity in the programme and enable
participants form the main programme to contribute to the debate about the implications of the
outputs from the main workshop programme for government and industry policy and
structures.
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Evaluation plan for the LowCarb4Real Project
Robert Lowe, University College London
in discussion with
Laifong Chiu, University of Leeds
20 May 2008
Introduction and background
The LowCarb4Real project is complex and it has taken the Project Team some months to
reach a reasonably comprehensive understanding of the task it is engaged in. As a
consequence of this complexity, a fairly full introduction to the evaluation plan is needed.
Despite the progress that has been made, this plan will remain subject to change in the light
of comments from stakeholders, experience with the workshops and resource constraints.
The summary of the LowCarb4Real contained in the original proposal read as follows:
The objective of this idea is to set up and execute a knowledge exchange programme
for low carbon (energy efficient) new housing. It will be based on learning from the
Stamford Brook Field Trial, which is an action research project funded by CLG and
involving the National Trust, Redrow Homes, Bryant Homes, NHBC, CITB, Vent Axia,
and the Concrete Block Association. The 6 year trial, which concludes in November
2007, sought to assess, in a comprehensive way, the issues involved in improving the
carbon performance of mainstream house building. The project has generated an
unprecedented amount of learning related to airtightness, envelope integrity and
systems performance, at all levels including building physics, dwelling design, site
management, workforce training and procurement systems. Given the challenging
regulatory targets proposed by government aimed at Zero Carbon new housing within
10 years, it is crucial that the learning from field trials such as Stamford Brook is
captured, refined, contextualised and embedded as thoroughly as possible within the
national house building in general and in London and the south east in particular. This
proposal seeks to develop such a programme and to act as a model for industry
based research and knowledge exchange designed to make zero carbon housing a
reality.
As this makes clear, at this stage, the LowCarb4Real team conceived of the project, in the
main, as a knowledge transfer project. This has been modified as a result of development
work over the last 4 months, and particularly the realisation that:
•

5
knowledge transfer to a maximum of perhaps 200 individuals would reach around
0.1% of people employed in the house building industry, and support for such a
project would be hard to justify economically.

•

the housebuilding indusry is now operating in a highly dynamic context – CO2
emissions limits for new housing 6 , which have, on paper, fallen by almost a factor of 2
since 1995, are set to fall to zero by around 2015 (see figure 1). The proposed
trajectory for the next 7-10 years implies an unprecedented rate of change within the
industry, which is likely to render much of the Level 1 learning from Stamford Brook
obselete within a few years.

•

the Stamford Brook Project shed unprecedented light on the technical performance,
and technical origins of this performance, of dwellings designed to a standard roughly
15% better than the 2006 Building Regulations 7 . But it shed rather less light on how
better performance might be achieved, other than to observe that it would require a
revolution in culture, organisation and practices within the construction industry.

5

The project is currrently planning to run 6 knowledge exchange workshops, with a target
attendance of 30 at each.
6
…excluding emissions associated with electricity use by appliances.
7
This is roughly midway between Code for Sustainable Homes Levels 1 and 2.
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Figure 1. Formal CO2 limits for new housing based on DCLG 2006 a&b. Emissions
from electrical appliances and the projections backward to 1995 are estimated.
The response of the LowCarb4Real team has been to refocus the project on knowledge
exchange and to place more emphasis on interactions between participants as shown in
Figure 2 below. We expect that most interaction will take place on levels 1-3, but that issues
and insights at level 4 will emerge through collective reflection in workshops and the advisory
group.
We expect the project to facilitate learning at two main levels 8 :
•

Level 1 refers to learning that is specific, context bound and concrete. The
importance of and possible solutions to the party wall bypass are an example of
learning at this level.

•

Level 2 learning – “learning to learn” increases the ability of individuals, systems,
research groups and companies to learn and to apply learning at level 1.
Ultimately for the housebuilding industry, it is the fruits of level 1 learning that are built into
houses and determine their performance. For academia, level 1 learning would include
specifications and protocols for various types of investigation. As noted above, the purpose
of level 2 learning is to increase the ability of individuals, systems, research groups and
companies to learn and to apply learning at level 1. What was established at Stamford Brook
was an environment and a process within which learning could and did take place. The key
questions at level 2 are, how did we achieve this, how might we repeat it, and how might we
improve upon it?

8

These learning levels are based on Bateson (1973) Steps to an Ecology of Mind, London:
Paladin. We realise that we are using the word “level” in two distinct senses here, and that
the terminology needs refinement.
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Level 4:
Policy support
and constraints

Level 3: System transformation

Level 2: Onsite management process

Micro

Level 1: Learning from ST technical outcomes
Figure 2. Mapping the potential impacts of the LowCarb4Real Project.
One of the most immediate impacts of this re-thinking on the organisation of the workshops is
a move from separate workshops for separate functional groups of participants, to integrated
workshops with invitations to people representing all 4 levels in figure 2 to each workshop.
This also has the effect of making the project more robust against the inevitable uncertainties
in recruitment, since it will still be possible to run the later workshops, albeit with some
modifications to programme, in the absence of any particular group.
Sustainability evaluation
This project does not aim to engage with the community as a whole, but primarily with the
community of practice formed by the construction industry and secondarily with the policy
making community. This community of practice breaks down into smaller communities,
operatives, management and supervision, and board level.
This project will address the first four sustainability principles set out in figure 3, as follows:
environmental, by increasing the housebuilding industry’s capacity to deliver on energy
performance targets for new homes;
economic, by supporting all levels of the construction industry through the revolution in
performance standards described earlier;
social, through its direct and indirect impacts on skills and job satisfaction;
governance, by increasing the understanding of policy makers of the implications at all levels
of the housebuilding industry, of the proposed energy performance standards for new
housing.
The fifth principle, sound science, will be addressed by:
•

providing a dissemination route for technical and procedural findings from Stamford
Brook and other recent and on-going projects to participants and stakeholders. These
findings are based on scientific work of the highest standards.

•

adopting a rigorous approach to documenting and reflecting on workshops, and to
reporting on the project as a whole.
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Five Sustainability Principles to be addressed
Living within
environmental
limits

Ensuring a strong
healthy and just
society

Achieving a
sustainable
economy

Promoting
good
governance

Using sound
science

Evaluation Criteria (in the form of sustainability objectives)
For each principle there is a set of sustainability objectives that are meaningful at the community scale

Examples of how each objective can be met

Figure 3. Sustainability Principles, from OISD Independent Evaluation Notes for Participants
in the UrbanBuzz Programme.
Our sustainability objectives are to:
1. improve the understanding of the Level 1 and 2 learnings from Stamford Brook
among all workshop participants. We expect the direct impact of this on energy
performance of new dwellings to be modest and probably impossible to measure
directly, because of the relatively small numbers of participants involved. However,
impacts on knowledge and attitudes of individual participants in LowCarb4Real
workshops will be measurable.
2. to achieve a better understanding of what is needed to achieve objective 1 among
much larger groups of participants in Knowledge Transfer projects that we hope will
follow LowCarb4Real, through reflective interaction with workshop participants, and to
communicate this to stakeholders through the Project Advisory Group 9 , the Final
Review Event in October and the final project report.
3. to achieve a better understanding of the management and organisational implications
of the findings from Stamford Brook and other projects, through through reflective
interaction with and between workshop participants, through further reflection in
successive meetings of the Project Advisory Group, and through the Final Review
Event in October.
4. to begin to explore the implications for policy of the above, once again, through
reflective interaction with and between workshop participants, through further
reflection in successive meetings of the Project Advisory Group, and through the
Final Review Event in October.
Stakeholder analysis
The complexity of the system that LowCarb4Real is dealing with is illustrated in the figure
below. As well as showing the main stakeholders, this figure identifies two constituencies not
currently included in the project.

9

Two recent insights from the formative phase of the project are: first, that the meetings of the
Project Advisory Group constitute an additional series of workshops, and second, that the
Project Team will be partipants in as well as organisers and facilitators of the workshops.
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The above figure is based on an initial stakeholder analysis undertaken during and shortly
after the Project’s kick-off meeting in February, and the thinking, reflected in the composition
of the Advisory Group, has already moved on. The intention is to update this stakeholder
analysis at intervals through the project.
The construction industry consists of a wide variety of organisations and interests. This
variety is reflected in the partners and stakeholders in the LowCarb4Real Project .
Understanding the different perspectives and interests is essential to the task of transforming
the Construction Industry.
Evaluation
The structure of the LowCarb4Real Project comprises four learning cycles:
•

three blocks of 2 workshops followed by joint reflection in team and advisory group
meetings;

• the Final Review Event and evaluation workshop.
This structure provides the opportunity for significant learning and development (objective 2
above). The evaluation plan is set out in detail in the following tables.
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Sustainability or
Knowledge Transfer
Objective
Environmental
To reduce energy
use and CO2
emissions from new
housing

Social
To improve the
physical
infrastructure,
reduce future risks
fuel poverty
associated with
instability of the
energy market,
To maintain the
notion of the
construction industry
as a skilled industry

December 2008

How your project is meeting
this objective (What action will
you take to meet this objective?
There may be a number of ways
(activities))

Indicator (what sort of information
will provide a measure of progress
in meeting the objective through the
activity you are doing)

Evidence (Supporting information evidence to
demonstrate (measure) progress on each activity include strategies or changes made or planned to
overcome any barriers encountered)

Through improved understanding
of the Level 1 and 2 learnings
from Stamford Brook among all
workshop participants.

Improved energy performance of
new dwellings.

Likely to be small and probably impossible to
measure directly, because of the small numbers of
participants involved and short time-scale and
restricted resources.

Indirect indicator – change in
knowledge and attitudes of individual
participants in LowCarb4Real
workshops.

Before and after questionnaires to be completed
by workshop participants.
Analysis of reflections of workshop participants
based on notes and audio recordings.
Discussion and reflection in advisory group
meetings, based on recordings and minutes.
Email traffic.

Direct impact on energy performance
of new dwellings

Direct impact likely to be small and probably
impossible to measure, because of the small
numbers of participants involved and short timescale and restricted resources.

Indirect indicator – change in
knowledge and attitudes of individual
participants in LowCarb4Real
workshops.

as above

Directly, through improved
understanding of the Level 1 and
2 learnings from Stamford Brook
among all workshop participants.
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Economic
Supporting all levels
of the construction
industry though the
on-going revolution
in energy
performance
standards.
Ensuring that the UK
has a construction
industry capable of
delivering the
energy and carbon
efficient dwellings
needed following the
peaking of global oil
and gas production.

December 2008

Indirectly through dissemination
within ‘community of practice’
(Wenger, 1999).

Indirect impact depends on
production and refinement of
dissemination tools through
workshop cycles
effective dissemination, harnessing
of stakeholder networks

Posters, final report.
Analysis of feedback from stakeholders through
Advisory Group.

Directly, through improved
understanding of the Level 1 and
2 learnings from Stamford Brook
among all workshop participants.
Indirectly, through dissemination
of project outputs to industry.
Directly, through improved
understanding of structural
implications of learnings from
Stamford Brook and GHA among
all workshop participants.

Change in knowledge and attitudes
of individual participants in
LowCarb4Real workshops.
Discussion and reflections of industry
partners in workshops and advisory
group meetings.

Before and after questionnaires to be completed
by workshop participants.
Notes and audio recordings of workshops
Recordings and minutes of Advisory Group
meetings.

Indirectly, through dissemination
of project outputs to industry.

Posters, final report.
Analysis of feedback from stakeholders through
Advisory Group.
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Governance
Increase the
understanding of
policy makers of the
implications at all
levels of the
housebuilding
industry, of the
proposed energy
performance
standards for new
housing.
Identification and
exploration of
institutional and
legislative barriers to
change.

Involvement of official in CLG
Sustainable Buildings Division on
Project Advisory Group.
Involvement of senior
representative of Housing
Corporation.

Discussion and reflections in
workshops and advisory group
meetings.

Analysis of notes and audio recordings of
workshops.
Analysis of Advisory Group minutes and email
traffic.

Interactions between all
participants in workshops and
Advisory Group.

Views emerging from individual
participants in LowCarb4Real
workshops, discussion and
reflections of industry partners in
workshops and advisory group
meetings.

Qualitative analysis of notes and audio recordings
of workshops (using NVivo or equivalent software).
Analysis of Advisory Group minutes.

Intentions of Stakeholders to
maintain network beyond the life of
the project.

Intentions measured using feedback questionnaire
and expressed at Final Review Event

Promotion of future
learning networks.
Sound Science
Base the KT
programme on best
available scientific
knowledge

December 2008

Use of findings from Stamford
Brook Project as basis for
workshops
Use of Participatory Action
Research Approach as basis for
LowCarb4Real project.

Posters, final report, journal publications.
Evaluations by stakeholders and workshop
participants.
Multidisciplinary core project team,
supported by AR expert.
Documentation and evaluation of
process and outcomes. Use of
reflective techniques.
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Workshop plan, and project evaluation plan.
Stakeholder analysis. Notes from workshop
facilitation training workshop. Audit trail of
decisions and documents, event log and
discussion papers.
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Knowledge
Exchange
To establish an
effective model for
knowledge
exchange within the
construction
Industry.
To encourage the
intention of
participants to
establish effective
and durable learning
network.

December 2008

Iterative learning through
workshops, Final Review Event.
Support for facilitation.

Evaluation of workshops by
participants and stakeholders.
Views and reflections of all
participants.

Learning of all participants in
LC4R Project.
Extent of Level 2 learning to be
retained beyond life of Project.

Significant learning of project team,
advisory groups and participants
Active participation of stakeholders
through Advisory Group.

Before and after questionnaires to be completed
by workshop participants.
Notes from workshop facilitation event.
Notes and audio recordings of workshops and
Final Review Event.
Recordings and minutes of Advisory Group
meetings.
Stakeholder analysis , attendance and minutes of
Advisory Group meetings, email traffic.
Issues debated at advisory meetings
The extent of contributions of stakeholders to the
project.

References
Bateson (1973) Steps to an Ecology of Mind, London: Paladin.
Wenger, E. (1999) Communities of Practice. Learning, meaning and identity, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press
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Appendix 3

Posters
Project poster
LowCarb4Real: Developing a Road Map to 2016

Stamford Brook collection
Developing Low Carbon Housing: Lessons from Stamford Brook
Stamford Brook Publications & Reports

Design collection
Thermal Design Principles
Thermal Bridging
Thermal Bypassing
Airtightness Design Principles

Construction collection
Air Barrier Construction

Process collection
Construction Planning
Closing the Loop

Workshop collection
Needs of Designers & Constructors
Airtightness - Technical Issues
Airtightness - Wider Implications
Methods; Converting Inputs into Outcomes
‘Needs’ of Designers & Constructors; Change Categories
‘Needs’ of Designers & Constructors; Key Imperatives

GHA case study collection
Bladon - Overview
Bladon - Airtightness
Bladon - Thermal Bridging
Bladon - Thermal Bypassing
One Brighton - Overview
One Brighton - Airtightness
One Brighton - Thermal Bridging
Stawell – Overview
Stawell – Airtightness
Stawell – Thermal Bridging
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Appendix 4
Data Output from the LowCarb4Real Workshops
Index Cards Database
The Index Card Database has 771 individual entries, comprising of all the comments and
ideas written onto index cards during the ‘Needs’ brainstorming sessions performed in the
workshops. The database has since been extended to include key imperatives, poster
comments and main points from the Strategic Forum breakout groups.
In the database the index cards have been classified into 8 primary Change Categories with
up to 3 further degrees of sub-categorisation, the first 2 of which are listed below:
Change Categories with 1° and 2° sub-categories
Change
Category

1° Sub-Category

Improving Basic
Understanding

Improving Skills
Knowledge,
Skills, Training
& Education

Research &
Technology

Legislation &
Certification

Drivers for Learning
Process

Integrating Processes

Legislation &
Regulation

2° Sub-Category
Cross-profession understanding
Performance data, prototypes (conflicts, limitations,
buildability)
Understanding of performance targets, standards,
definitions
Feedback knowledge into training (building
knowledge base)
Client/End-user knowledge
CPD (updating/new technologies)
General training (quality, frequency, etc)
Training/Understanding of thermal principles
Training/Understanding of airtightness
General training (Constructor specific)
General training (Designer specific)
Design Brief/Project specific knowledge
Low Carbon training for site staff
Training in specific construction issues (detailing)
Training in the Process
University training in low carbon issues
Low Carbon design training
Training in Innovation/Creativity
Research & Development
Knowledge for future-proofing
SAP/CSH/Energy training for designers
Training for Planners & Legislators
Training certification
Cost/Resources for training
Motivation/Incentives for training
General: Training & Education
General: Knowledge & skills
Sequencing
Buildability/Sequencing
Inclusion into design process
Inclusion into construction process
Modification Process
Improving (up-front) design & specification process
Integrated design
Enforcers/Building Control
Legislation & Planning Issues
Incentives (Rewards & consequences)
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No. of
Cards
15
9
7
13
10
11
3
17
6
19
10
3
5
4
5
3
12
2
2
2
1
2
1
3
1
7
4
8
24
20
7
5
13
5
12
14
10
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Testing & Feedback

Process Management

Legislation &
Regulation

Economic Issues
Culture

Changing Attitudes

Partnership

Legislation &
Regulation
Modelling Tools
Tools/Methods
Knowledge Sharing

Measurement Tools

Quality of Information

Communication

Information Exchange

Communication
Breakdown
Supply Chain
Knowledge Sharing

Information Exchange
Product Performance

December 2008

Quality
Testing
Monitoring & Feedback
Procurement
Cost/Value Engineering
Process Management
Stability/Level playing field
Realistic targetting
Incentives & Consequences
Planning
Role of Regulation & Policymakers
Extra Costs of L.C.H.
Stable economy/housing market
Public Demand
Simplicity
No blame culture
Desire for better performance
Value of Constructors
Innovation & attitude to change
Work Ethic
Ownership
Partnerships & Team Ethic
Simple/Clear legislation
Technical Guidance & Support
Regulatory Reform
Incentives to exceed minimum requirements
Pre-Construction Tools (Modelling, Datasets,
Learning Tools)
Knowledge Sharing
Working Examples
More Information on Low Carbon Technologies
Post-Construction Tools (methods of
testing/measurement)
Accurate costing tools
Construction tools (site-based)
Genral Communication
Clarity of Design Information & Detailing
Communication with Site staff
Communication with end-user
Communication with regulatory authorities
Communication between Designers & Constructors
Communication between Designers & Specialists
Knowledge Sharing
Engagement of all throughout process

10
13
32
4
4
14
4
2
6
6
15
8
4
15
16
6
11
6
13
1
6
19
8
19
6
1

Conflict resolution

2

Improved product information
In-use performance data (not just theoretical/labbased)
Supply chain training to end user
Supply chain interaction
Communication with Designers & Constructors
Technical Support
Influence on Government policy
Better performing products
New products/systems
Easier to install/use products

8
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19
6
14
5
4
2
1
5
13
7
2
3
6
3
5
3

5
3
1
6
2
3
5
7
4
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Cost & Service

Time & Money
Resources
Human Resources
New Technologies
MMC

Design/Techno
logy Solutions

Performance of
Technology

Technology Specific
Solutions

December 2008

Locally sourced products
Innovative Supply Chain
Lower prices
Improved lead times and availability
Lower cost of sustainable materials
Time/Money for Design - pre-construction
Extended/Flexible Timescales
Budgets: realistic/clear/flexible
Time/Money for Design - modifications
Assistance with extra costs of LCH
Staff stability & quality
Incentives
Access to new technologies
More MMC / Off-Site solutions
Less MMC / Off-Site solutions
Flexibilty & Adaptability of technical Solutions
Robust construction technologies/products
Multi-regulation compliance technologies/products
Smart controls
Party Wall Insulation
Window Seals
Service Penetrations

1
2
2
5
2
10
17
4
4
6
4
6
3
1
1
1
7
2
1
1
1
2

Each individual index card entry has been assigned up to 4 keywords from the list below.
List of Keywords in Index Card Database, and number of occurrences
Keyword
Accreditation
Accuracy
Adaptability
Aesthetics
Airtight
Aspiration
Attitude
Authority
Barriers
Behaviour
Budget
Buildability
Building Control
Capability
Change
Clarity
Client
CO2
Code for Sustainable Homes
Communication
Complexity
Compliance
Component
Compromise
Confidence
Conflict
Consequences
Consistency
Construction
Constructor
Contractor
Co-ordination
Cost
Culture
Customer
Definition
Design
Details

No.
6
8
7
5
17
10
14
6
5
3
10
29
2
5
18
22
25
6
12
46
11
9
4
3
6
5
7
10
16
15
14
7
27
6
8
7
95
46

Keyword
Evidence
Example
Existing Stock
Experience
Faults
Feedback
Finance
Flexibility
Funding
Government
Guidance
Implication
Incentive
Inclusion
Information
Innovation
Input
Inspection
Integration
Investment
IT
Knowledge
Learning
Legislation
Limitations
Low-Carbon
Management
Materials
Measurement
Model
Modern Methods of Construction
Modifications
Monitoring
Motivation
Multi-skilled
Objective
On-site
Openness
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No.
37
16
2
14
5
41
17
8
5
14
35
5
18
14
29
15
14
3
16
4
5
43
8
13
3
57
14
17
9
12
8
7
14
4
4
2
27
2

Keyword
Prototype
Public Opinion
Quality
Realistic
Receptive
Regulation
Relationship
Renewables
Research
Respect
Responsibility
Re-think
Robust
SAP
Science
Sequencing
Sharing
Simplicity
Skills
Solution
Specialisation
Speed
Stability
Standardisation
Standards
Strategy
Sub-contractor
Supervision
Supply Chain
Sustainable
System
Target
Team
Technology
Testing
Thermal
Time
Tools

No.
7
11
28
9
4
31
7
4
6
2
15
7
10
9
8
8
22
36
19
31
3
2
6
12
13
7
6
6
33
12
23
17
19
28
29
27
38
17
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Drawings
Early
Economy
Education
Effective
Efficiency
End-User
Energy
Enforcement
Evaluation

8
14
3
39
2
11
19
18
5
4
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Operative
Ownership
Partnership
Performance
Planning
Prediction
Priority
Process
Procurement
Programme

14
17
7
55
20
4
5
36
17
3

Training
Understanding
Up-front
User-friendly
Value
Value-Engineering
Warranty
Workforce
Workmanship

48
72
4
2
14
5
3
14
3

The top 5 main points emerging from each ‘Needs’ breakout session to be presented to the
workshop plenary sessions are tabled below, categorised into a list of 13 Key Imperatives for
change.
Key Imperatives groupings
Key Imperative

Cultural Changes

Process Changes

Education/Training

Sharing/Partnerships

Timescales/Resources

Comment
Customer attitudes & feedback to design (different groups & levels).
Low carbon housing demand - only buy A++ rated.
Change in culture across the board. From Design to Build to Users.
This needs education, education, education
Ensure buildability of designs
1. Longer lead in times for design
2. Proper design period built-in
3. Feedback of how details work on site
4. Designers involved in the construction process & methods
5. Contracts that allow for feedback & checking
6. Better interaction between supply chain & contractors/designers
A well structured innovation process for new solutions
- Testing, data & feedback
- Prototyping
- Continuous improvement
Design and delivery process improvements fully "engineered" as a
manufacturing process
Training & skills:
developer/designer/builder/occupier/client/BCO's
Training & Education:
- Life-long learning
- Integration of training (levels & groups)
- Design & construction as a learning process
- Churn & methods of training
- Rationalisation of training
Education & Training:
Tailored to suit
Education & Training:
Throughout - from supply chain to end-user
Knowledge + education
Training + skills
Knowledge Sharing:
- Models
- Details
- Performance
- Training
- Supply Chains
- Across Industry
- Project Review
Share experience with no shame
- Both good & bad performance
- Serious barriers to doing this
Partnership Teams:
- Common goals
- Sharing resources
- Understandings
Learning from other manufacturing industries - trendy, overstated, level
of tokenism.
Do not need to re-invent the wheel
Training & Skills etc.
- Ownership
- Cross-disciplinary understandings
- Information Exchange
Skills/Knowledge/Training
- Need time to train & learn & feed back
- 2010/2013/2016 doesn't help
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Workshop

11-Sep
11-Sep

11-Sep

16-Sep
24-Jul
16-Sep

11-Sep
11-Sep
16-Sep
11-Sep
11-Sep

24-Jul
24-Jul

11-Sep
24-Jul

16-Sep
24-Jul
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Relationships/Interactio
n/Communication

Expectations

Ownership

Understanding

Guidance/Models

Incentives/Motivation

Consistency/Simplicity/
Stability/Clarity

December 2008

Design:
- Aligning planning
- More up-front design
- More time up-front
Resources (Application of resources) - way of looking at:
- Time
- Money/Capital
- Knowledge
- Tools
Cultures:
- Relationships - Master/servants
- "The way things are done"
Communication between ALL stakeholders
More flexibility from Building Control
Communication up & down supply chain through to
contractors/designers
- Industry forum
- A trade body of trade bodies/CPA
- There is a common purpose; who can facilitate HBF? or others?
- BRE - Need to be what they used to be!
Planning system & its relationship with design & construction.
- Integration with ("relationship with") Building Control
Understanding & realistic expectation of planning committees.
Sufficient consultation or flexibility on planning.
Push to create consumer market + expectations
Agreed & realistic setting of achievable targets across the whole of the
UK.
- political issues?
How do we manage all the changes that are coming?
- Who is responsible for what?
- Where are the conflicts/inconsistencies?
- Timescales for learning & feedback on performance
Need to take everyone along.
- big developers & small housebuilders
Continuity: Ownership & Responsibility
Understanding comfort and other user requirements and the implications
for carbon performance.
Research & evidence:
- Examples, places to see
- Real data (independent)
Feedback on performance
Understanding building performance as a system
Durability & research into real performance of prototypes
Need better regulatory tools & models
- SAP needs to be a design tool
- Better accredited details
- Implications for training of assessors
Guidelines (BRE ?)
Need to check & monitor performance at all stages
- subcontract payment system does not incentivise quality or
performance
- Needs to feed back into design & construction process
Wanting to do it - really !!
Incentives
Reward/Value
Legislation:
- Regulation
- Policy - general environment
- Incentives - tax/grants/etc
- Economic climate
Testing + monitoring (incentivised)
Positive incentives:
- long-term involvement
- energy supply
- not just targets
- joined-up approach
- understanding timescales
Simple, buildable, self-checking designs
Simple legislation
Simplicity:
- Design
- Regulation
- Process
Clearer guidance from Government
- legislation & evidence
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16-Sep

11-Sep
16-Sep
11-Sep
11-Sep

24-Jul
16-Sep
24-Jul
11-Sep
24-Jul

11-Sep
24-Jul
11-Sep
24-Jul
16-Sep
24-Jul
24-Jul

11-Sep
11-Sep

11-Sep
16-Sep
24-Jul
11-Sep

11-Sep
16-Sep

16-Sep
24-Jul

11-Sep
16-Sep
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Consequences
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Consistent regulatory environment + guidance
Legislative stability with clear targets & no contradictions
Keep it simple & solutions that work. (Why does an Eco-House have to
be off the wall?)
Consequences for under-performance
Defirne and measure under-performance & must be fair
Testing & Feedback:
- What tests?
- Impacts of testing
- Feedback channels
- Consequences of testing (under-performance)?
- Blame or understanding?

16-Sep
24-Jul
24-Jul
24-Jul

16-Sep

At several of the workshops blank A1 posters were hung adjacent to the A1 project posters
for workshop participants to write comments on. Little feedback was obtained via this method,
the few poster comments received are tabled below.
Poster Comments
Poster Collection

Poster

Design Collection

Thermal Design Principles

Construction Collection

Air Barrier Construction

Construction Collection

Air Barrier Construction

Construction Collection

Air Barrier Construction

Process Collection

Construction Planning

Process Collection

Closing The Loop

Forum – Main Points

Flipchart Material
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Comment
It would be interesting to analyse design cost of
a house - or housetype - against that for the car
you drive - nett cost per house & per car.
- There is masses of time spent in housing
looking at half baked solutions.
Operatives need to know why airtightness is
important!
It would be nice to see who thinks who is
responsible for the design of the example details
for junctions of the envelope
:- Architect :- Main Contractor
:- Sub Contractor :- etc…
Design needs to incorporate services & details of
junctions & possibly if left to contracts will be ad
hoc.
All services need to be thought about in detail at
design stage.
If every project has to have a CDM Co-ordinator
why not insist on a CLERK OF WORKS?
Can designers be involved in quality control on
site rather than lost in the obsession with "fixed
price" and Design & Build contracting.

